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Motivation
The conventional band-resolved frequency modulation (FM) spectroscopy applied in the transmission, loses its sensitivity at large
optical depth (OD). We propose and test an FM spectroscopic technique, with good sensitivity at large OD, and with applications in a
wide array of systems. One such application could be to study cooperative effects of light scattering in dense atomic samples [1-3].
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The conventional low modulation index
FM spectroscopy [4] works by having
the carrier component of the probe beam
interacting with the sample. The
spectroscopic signal is then obtained by
demodulating, at the modulation
frequency Ω, the beat note between the
carrier component and the weak first
sidebands.

For conventional FM spectroscopy, the
carrier component is exponentially
absorbed at large OD. Setting the
modulation index 𝛽 close to 2.4, the
sensitivity is recovered [5]. The
spectroscopic signal now originates from
the beat note between the transmitted
sidebands. The signal becomes more
complicated.

The sidebands probe the tails of the
resonance, which are dominated by the
homogeneous Lorentzian profile. For
large Ω, the sensitivity (the slope at the
center 𝑆𝐷 ) of the large OD FM
spectroscopy is unaffected by Doppler
broadening. 𝑏0 in the following figure is
the resonant OD at zero temperature.
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The complicated spectroscopic signal could also be used
to accurately determine some parameters of the system.
We show this by extracting the homogeneous linewidth
from a fitting procedure. The sensitivity of determining
the linewidth increases, when the spectroscopic signal is
included. This could be a new method to determine
collisional broadening in a dense sample.

